
Asshole 
# of Players:  3 to 8 

Equipment:  1 deck of cards 

Difficulty Rating:  Medium - Play cards quickly and in order 

Danger Rating:  Light - However, if a president has a napoleon complex… 

Card Rank:   Highest to lowest: 2s & red 3s, A, K, Q, J, 10... 4, and black 3s 

Game Play:  

Deal out the entire deck of cards. Each hand will establish who is President, Vice President, Asshole etc for the 

following round. The 3 of clubs starts for the first round. After a President is elected, they start. 

A player may play any number of cards of the same rank from their hand (if this is the first round, the 3 of clubs 

starts). Play continues clockwise. The next player must play cards of equal or higher rank. For example, if two 5s 

were played, the next player must play two 5s, two 6s, two 7s, etc. or higher. That player may not play one 5 or three 

6s. 

Twos and red threes are declared "clear cards" which can be played on top of any card, allowing the player to 

"clear" the stack and start fresh. Playing a clear card does not forfeit a player's turn, as he/she is responsible for 

starting the next pile. 

If an equivalent card is played (E.G. a 10 on top of a 10) the next person to the left is skipped (must drink) and 

cannot play this turn. If a player cannot or does not wish to play any cards that round, they may pass, but must 

drink. 

At any time a player may complete a set out of turn.  A set is all 4 cards of a rank.  When this occurs it is called a 

"Social" and everyone drinks. The two Black 3s is called the "Ghetto Social" and is an exception to the 4 cards rule. 

Asshole - Has to clear all cards from the middle and must shuffle and deal the cards. Anyone can make the asshole 

drink, but the asshole can make anyone drink while they shuffle and deal. Three rounds of being Asshole, lets you 

make a rule. 

President - The president can make anyone drink. He also gets to take the best card from the Asshole and gives the 

Asshole his worst card. If the President is elected 3 rounds in a row, they get to make a rule. 

Beer Bitch/Vice Asshole - Must get beer between rounds for anyone who asks while the Asshole shuffles and deals. 

Vice President - If there are more than 5 players, the Vice Asshole gets to take a card from the Beer Bitch and gives 

them their worst card.  This then bumps the Presidents advantage to 2 cards taken from the Asshole. 

Tell us the best rule the President or Asshole came up with! 


